We evaluated the dose calculation with the cone beam CT (CBCT) images that were obtained with a flat panel detector and kilo-voltage x-ray tube (On-Board Imager, Varian USA) attached to a linear accelerator. CT numbers of CBCT images are generally degraded by scattered radiations originating in the patient's body, however the anatomical shape of each organ is not likely affected by scattered radiations. So we used only the shape of major organs such as lungs and bones, and replaced CBCT numbers with the CT numbers of the multi-slice CT (MSCT) images that were used for dose calculation of a treatment planning. In this method we segmented CBCT images into three regions (lungs, bones and soft tissues), and for the pixels in each region of CBCT images we set each typical CT number of the planning MSCT images. As regards the typical value we selected the median of the MSCT numbers in each segmented region. In this segmentation we first extracted the areas of lungs using a result of the histogram analysis, then the areas of bones with the density histogram of the remaining areas. We named this method SR (segmented region) method. Lung images of eight patients with lung diseases were used to verify the accuracy of our method. The differences between the dose distributions and the initial plan were analyzed with a distance-to-agreement (DTA) analysis and γ analysis using commercially available software MapCheck (Sun Nuclear, USA). The criterion of the pass rate in the DTA analysis was 2 mm, and the criteria of the γ analysis were 2 % absolute dose and 2 mm DTA. In addition we used a dose-volume-histogram (DVH) analysis. The dose distributions were calculated for a four-field treatment plan with a 6 MV x-ray. Fig.1 shows the results of the analyses. In the figure 'w/o conv' refers to the situation in which the original CBCT numbers were used, and the dose calculation using the original CBCT numbers was inaccurate. On the other hand, the accuracy of a dose distribution with converted CBCT images improved very much. Fig. 2 shows the result of the DVH analysis: from left to right, the mean, maximum and minimum difference dose between the initial planning. The results showed that the SR method could improve the dose calculation accuracy using the combined information of the CBCT and MSCT images. Fig. 3 showed the calculated dose distributions of a patent (single beam). The calculated dose with the SR method was similar to that of the original treatment plan. The above results showed the validity of our proposed method.
